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what we know

dark matter is:  

massive (gravitationally attractive & clustering)!

cold (slow-moving)!

non- (or weakly-) interacting  
(no confirmed non-gravitational interactions)!

collisionless (passes through itself and other matter)!

invisible (does not emit or absorb light)

…at least to a first approximation



what we don’t know

Fundamental nature of dark matter!
!

How dark matter formed in the early universe!
!

Whether dark matter has any non-gravitational 
interaction with standard model (ordinary) particles 
-- e.g., annihilation, decay, scattering...!



lines of evidence
‣ Rotation curves/galactic dynamics (missing mass)!

‣ Cluster dynamics (missing mass)!

‣ Strong & weak gravitational lensing (missing mass / halo 
shapes / substructure)!

‣ Cosmological microlensing (mass distribution)!

‣ CMB acoustic peaks (DM/baryon ratio)!

‣ Matter power spectrum & structure formation 
(DM/baryon ratio)!

‣ Cluster collisions (missing mass / collisionless matter)
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Figure 2. Example of magnification maps for the case κ = γ = 0.45. From top to bottom and from left to right, maps correspond to α = 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20,
0.25, 0.30, 0.50, 1.00.

2. OBSERVED MICROLENSING MAGNIFICATIONS AND
MACRO-LENS MODELS

We collected the data, ∆m (see Equation (4)), examining all
the optical spectroscopy5 found in the literature (see Table 1). In
most cases, the microlensing magnification or the scaling of the
emission line ratio with respect to the continuum ratio are di-
rectly provided by the authors or can be estimated from a figure.
For SDSS 0806+2006, FBQ 0951+2635, SDSS J1001+5027,
QSO 1017−207, SDSS J1206+4332, HE 1413+117, and SBS
1520+530 we used the electronically available or digitized spec-
tra of the images to estimate the microlensing magnification
following the steps described in Mediavilla et al. (2005). In
Table 1, we include (when available) the flux ratios for each
line and its corresponding continuum. Specific details of the
procedure followed to obtain the data are also given.

6 There are also several X-ray events in the literature that have been
explained in terms of microlensing (e.g., Pooley et al. 2007 and references
therein). These events probably arise from a tiny inner region, as compared
with the optical continuum emitting region, and deserve an analogous but
separate study when a sufficiently large sample of X-ray microlensing
measurements become available.

For some of the image pairs (∼30% of the sample) there
are mid-IR flux ratios available. Except for one system, SDSS
J1004+4112 (where image C is probably affected by extinction,
Gómez-Álvarez et al. 2006), they are in very good agreement
with the emission-line flux ratios (see Table 2). The average
difference between mid-IR and emission line flux ratios is only
0.11 mag (0.07 mag if SDSS J1004+4112 is removed). In fact,
the agreement is unexpectedly good taking into account the
possible influence of extinction and source variability. In any
case, this comparison supports the consistency of the basic
hypothesis (that the emission line fluxes are not affected by
microlensing) and the reliability of the data.

Figure 1 shows the frequency of observed microlensing mag-
nifications, fobs(∆m). This histogram exhibits two significant
characteristics: the relatively high number of events with low or
no microlensing magnification and the concentration (∼80%) of
the microlensing events below |∆m| = 0.6. Any model attempt-
ing to describe microlensing magnification should account for
these features. At a lower level of significance, the presence of
two events of high magnification, ∆m ∼ 1.5, should also be
noted. The data presented in Table 1 come from many different
bibliographic sources with the subsequent lack of information

α=0.01 α=0.05 α=0.1

α=0.15 α=0.2 α=0.25

α=0.3 α=0.5 α=1

Mediavilla et al. 2009

• Constrain fraction of 
mass α in compact 
sources (stars)!

• α < 10%
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odd-numbered peaks boosted relative 
to even as baryon fraction increases
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...but what is it?

Usual assumption:  Weakly Interacting Massive Particles 
(WIMPs) 

!
New fundamental particle (possibly part of the supersymmetric 

model, e.g. neutralino)!
!
Interacts only through gravity and weak force 
!
Possibly its own anti-particle – annihilates when in high 

densities!
!
Can be searched for with:!

direct detection 
indirect detection 
collider experiments 



dark matter taster menu
• Annihilating (e.g., SUSY neutralino WIMP)!

• Decaying (e.g., axino)!

• Warm (WDM) (e.g., sterile neutrino)!

• Self-interacting (SIDM) (particle + dark sector force)!

• Axion (e.g., QCD axion / string axion)!

• MACHO (e.g., primordial black holes)



detecting WIMP dark matter
Direct detection: 
interactions between 
DM and standard-
model particles!

Indirect detection:  
DM-DM annihilation 
products!

Production at 
colliders:  
making DM from high-
energy standard-model 
particle collisions

Image credit: Jonathan Feng



direct detection

???

CDMS Collaboration, 2013



direct detection
5

0.64 ± 0.16 events from ER leakage are expected below
the NR mean, for the search dataset. The spatial
distribution of the events matches that expected from the
ER backgrounds in full detector simulations. We select
the upper bound of 30 phe (S1) for the signal estimation
analysis to avoid additional background from the 5 keV
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x-ray from 127Xe.
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FIG. 4. The LUX WIMP signal region. Events in the
118 kg fiducial volume during the 85.3 live-day exposure are
shown. Lines as shown in Fig. 3, with vertical dashed cyan
lines showing the 2-30 phe range used for the signal estimation
analysis.

Confidence intervals on the spin-independent WIMP-
nucleon cross section are set using a profile likelihood
ratio (PLR) test statistic [35], exploiting the separation
of signal and background distributions in four physical
quantities: radius, depth, light (S1), and charge (S2).
The fit is made over the parameter of interest plus three
Gaussian-constrained nuisance parameters which encode
uncertainty in the rates of 127Xe, �-rays from internal
components and the combination of 214Pb and 85Kr.
The distributions, in the observed quantities, of the four
model components are as described above and do not
vary in the fit: with the non-uniform spatial distributions
of �-ray backgrounds and x-ray lines from 127Xe obtained
from energy-deposition simulations [31].

The energy spectrum of WIMP-nucleus recoils is
modeled using a standard isothermal Maxwellian velocity
distribution [36], with v

0

= 220 km/s; v
esc

= 544 km/s;
⇢

0

= 0.3 GeV/c

3; average Earth velocity of 245 km s�1,
and Helm form factor [37, 38]. We conservatively model
no signal below 3.0 keV

nr

(the lowest energy for which
direct NR yield measurements exist [30, 40]). We do
not profile the uncertainties in NR yield, assuming a
model which provides excellent agreement with LUX
data (Fig. 1 and [39]), in addition to being conservative
compared to past works [23]. We also do not account
for uncertainties in astrophysical parameters, which are
beyond the scope of this work. Signal models in S1 and S2

are obtained for each WIMP mass from full simulations.
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FIG. 5. The LUX 90% confidence limit on the spin-
independent elastic WIMP-nucleon cross section (blue),
together with the ±1� variation from repeated trials, where
trials fluctuating below the expected number of events for
zero BG are forced to 2.3 (blue shaded). We also show
Edelweiss II [41] (dark yellow line), CDMS II [42] (green line),
ZEPLIN-III [43] (magenta line) and XENON100 100 live-
day [44] (orange line), and 225 live-day [45] (red line) results.
The inset (same axis units) also shows the regions measured
from annual modulation in CoGeNT [46] (light red, shaded),
along with exclusion limits from low threshold re-analysis
of CDMS II data [47] (upper green line), 95% allowed
region from CDMS II silicon detectors [48] (green shaded)
and centroid (green x), 90% allowed region from CRESST
II [49] (yellow shaded) and DAMA/LIBRA allowed region [50]
interpreted by [51] (grey shaded).

The observed PLR for zero signal is entirely consistent
with its simulated distribution, giving a p-value for the
background-only hypothesis of 0.35. The 90% C. L.
upper limit on the number of expected signal events
ranges, over WIMP masses, from 2.4 to 5.3. A variation
of one standard deviation in detection e�ciency shifts
the limit by an average of only 5%. The systematic
uncertainty in the position of the NR band was estimated
by averaging the di↵erence between the centroids of
simulated and observed AmBe data in log(S2b/S1). This
yielded an uncertainty of 0.044 in the centroid, which
propagates to a maximum uncertainty of 25% in the high
mass limit.
The 90% upper C. L. cross sections for spin-

independent WIMP models are thus shown in Fig. 5
with a minimum cross section of 7.6⇥10�46 cm2 for a
WIMP mass of 33 GeV/c2. This represents a significant
improvement over the sensitivities of earlier searches [42,
43, 45, 46]. The low energy threshold of LUX permits
direct testing of low mass WIMP hypotheses where
there are potential hints of signal [42, 46, 49, 50].

LUX Collaboration, 2013

LUX
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LUX
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SuperCDMS Collaboration, 2014
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direct detection: neutrino wall

Billard et al. 2013



direct detection:  
annual modulation





indirect detection

Clumps of dark matter in or 
around our Galaxy could be 
“hot spots” of annihilation!
!

Nearby annihilation gives an 
isotropic background!
!

The strongest signal is from 
the Galactic Center (but so 
are the strongest backgrounds)

Image credit: Fermi Collaboration

Kuhlen, Madau & Silk 2009



The AMS instrument  
(and several others) saw an 
excess of positrons in their 
measurements -- could it be 
dark matter annihilation?!

Maybe -- or could be 
astrophysical processes

??

AMS Collaboration, 2013

Image credit: NASA

cosmic rays



Image credit: NASA

3 TeV DM with high cross-
section proposed as explanation!
!
Leptophillic dark matter?

Cirelli 2012

cosmic rays



Image credit: NASA

3 TeV DM with high cross-
section proposed as explanation!
!
Leptophillic dark matter?

Cirelli 2012

cosmic rays

3 TeV DM particle 
annihilating into τ+τ− with 
cross section 2 · 10−22 cm3/
sec



Image credit: NASA

But: pulsars also make 
electron-positron pairs!
!
Limited directional 
information!
!
!

cosmic rays

Grasso et al. 2009



Image credit: NASABut: pulsars also make 
electron-positron pairs!
!
Limited directional 
information!
!
A couple of nearby 
pulsars could produce 
entire signal

cosmic rays

Grasso et al. 2009



cosmic rays

Image credit: NASA
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Figure 3: Single pulsar model can explain the positron fraction very well. According

to the fitting result, the spectral indices are almost the same.
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III. ANTIPROTON AND POSITRON FITTINGS

FIG. 1: Antiproton fraction fitted to the data. The data
points are taken by [1] for AMS-02, and by [15] for PAMELA.
The dotted line is plotted only by using the background
flux [33]. The shadow region represents the uncertainties of
the background flux among the propagation models shown
in [1].

In Fig. 1, we plot the antiproton fraction at the Earth
in our model (See the model B shown in Ref. [4]). For
the background flux, we adopted the 15% smaller value
of the mean value shown in [33]. Here, the radius of a
spherical DC, RDC = 40 pc is adopted. The target proton
density is set to be n0 = 50 cm−3. The spectral index
s = 1.75 and the maximum energy Emax = 100 TeV are
assumed. We take the duration of the pp collision to be
tpp = 2 × 105 yr. The total energy of the accelerated
protons is assumed to be Etot,p = 3 × 1050 erg. The
distance to the front of the DC is set to be d = 200 pc.
About the diffusion time of e− and e+, tdiff = 2× 105 yr
is adopted. We take the magnetic field outside the DC
to be Bdiff = 3 µG (See [4] for the further details).
In Fig. 2 we also plot the positron fraction and the total

e−+e+ flux. It is remarkable that we can automatically
fit the observational data of both the positron fraction
and the total e− + e+ flux by using the same set of the
parameters [4].
The positron fraction rises at higher energies than that

of the antiproton fraction (Fig. 2), because the spectral
index of the background antiproton is harder than that of
the background positron. This comes from a difference
between their cooling processes. Only for background
positrons and electrons the cooling is effective in the cur-
rent situation.
In Fig. 3, we plot the positron to antiproton ratio as a

function of the rigidity. Here the local components repre-
sent the contribution of the nearby SNRs produced only
by the pp collisions. From this figure, we find that both
of the positron and the antiproton can be consistently

FIG. 2: (a) Positron fraction (solid line), which includes
the electrons and positrons coming from the DC and back-
ground electrons (dotted line, for example see Refs. [29, 30]).
Filled circles correspond to the AMS-02 data [1, 34, 35] and
PAMELA data [5] (b) Total electron and positron flux (solid
line). The flux of the electrons and positrons created only in
the DC (background) is plotted by the dashed (dotted) line.
Observational data by AMS-02, Fermi, HESS, BETS, PPB-
BETS, and ATIC2 [6–8, 36] are also plotted. The shadow
region represents the uncertainty of the HESS data.

fitted only by adding astrophysical local contributions
produced from the same pp collision sources.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have discussed the anomaly of the antiproton frac-
tion recently-reported by the AMS-02 experiment. By
considering the same origin of the pp collisions between
cosmic-ray protons accelerated by SNRs and a dense
cloud which surrounds the SNRs, we can fit the data
of the observed antiproton and positron simultaneously
without a fine tuning in the model parameters. The ob-
served fluxes of both antiprotons and positrons are con-
sistent with our predictions shown in Ref. [4].
Regardless of the model details, the ratio of antipro-

tons and positrons is essentially determined by the fun-
damental branching ratio of the pp collisions. Thus the
observed antiproton excess should entail the positron ex-
cess, and vice versa. This does not depend on the propa-
gation model since both antiparticles propagate in a sim-
ilar way below the cooling cutoff energy ∼ TeV.
The cutoff energy of e− cooling marks the supernova

age of ∼ 105 years [18, 37], while we also expect a e+

cutoff. The trans-TeV energy will be probed by the fu-
ture CALET, DAMPE and CTA experiments [38, 40].
An anisotropy of the arrival direction is also a unique
signature, e.g., [39].
The boron to carbon ratio as well as the Li to car-

bon ratio have no clear excesses [1]. This suggests that

Kohri et al. 2015

positrons

anti-protons



more excesses
Galactic Center: gamma-ray 
excess peaking at 1-3 GeV!

(Daylan et al. 2014)

Galaxy clusters: x-ray 
excess at 3.55-3.57 keV!

(Bulbul et al. 2014)



3.5 keV cluster x-ray excess

X-ray excess in galaxy cluster cores at 
around 3.5 keV!

7.1 keV sterile  
neutrino decay? 

!

In favor: excess in many clusters; 
backgrounds well studied 

Against: scaling of signal strength to 
mass not as expected; nearby emission 
lines could contaminate

Bulbul et al. 2014



1-3 GeV Galactic Center excess

Gamma-ray excess in Galactic Center at 
1-3 GeV!

31-40 GeV WIMP 
annihilation? 

!

In favor: spatial distribution looks 
plausible; fairly simple WIMP model  

Against: Galactic Center is messy; 
complicated analysis that requires 
verification Daylan et al. 2014



1-3 GeV Galactic Center excess
3

FIG. 3: The spatial distribution of 2 GeV gamma rays from
unresolved young pulsars in one realization. Note that we do
not include detector noise or other Galactic emission here.

are mostly concerned with a population-averaged lumi-
nosity density and take a fiducial value of C = 1.3, which
produces one-third of the unassociated plane sources in
the Fermi 3FGL catalog [79]. For simplicity, we assume
that gamma-ray emission turns o↵ at Ė <⇠ 1033.5 erg s�1,
higher than the outer gap death line of [80, 81].

In Fig. 2, we show the gamma-ray fluxes of a single
realization of the GC and Galactic disk pulsar popula-
tions as a function of Galactic latitude, b. Also plotted
are the fluxes of 3FGL point sources [79] and gamma-ray
pulsars [3, 4, 76] within the same region. In our model,
no pulsars formed at the GC are bright enough to be de-
tected as a distinct point source by Fermi. Indeed, only
pulsars from the Galactic disk cross the 50% point source
completeness limit we later use for subtraction.

This same region contains seven gamma-ray-discovered
pulsars and our simulations typically contain a compara-
ble number. We also find that the results of our sim-
ulations are compatible with the entire Galactic pulsar
population. Like previous analyses [5, 6], we produce too
few of the most luminous pulsars. Increasing C helps to
alleviate some of this tension (see [69] for a discussion
of this and pulsar beaming). Fig. 2 also shows that, on
average, the highest L� GC pulsars are the closest to the
GC, a natural consequence of spin-down. In our model,
pulsar gamma-ray luminosity decreases with time as t�1.

To generate gamma-ray maps of the GC, we convolve
each pulsar with the Fermi point spread function (PSF)
[see Eq. (5) of Ref. 82] twice [107]. We use luminosity-
weighted spectra of the pulsars to estimate their flux den-
sity at 2 GeV, as detailed in [69]. In this analysis we re-
move all pulsars with ages t <⇠ 104 yr, as the gamma-ray
luminosity of the youngest pulsars is poorly understood.
To generate the di↵use map, we then subtract sources

with fluxes greater than the 50% completeness limit of
Fermi derived from the brightness distribution of 2FGL
point sources between |b| < 20� and |l| < 20� [77]

L
ps

= 1⇥ 10�10

1�

(b2 + (3�)2)1/2
erg s�1 cm�2, (2)

where b is the Galactic latitude in degrees, as shown in
Fig. 2. We use 2FGL only to be consistent with [25, 27].
In Fig. 3, we show the surface brightness map of a sin-

gle realization of the unresolved gamma-ray pulsars to-
wards the GC. The flux is centrally concentrated around
the CMZ, but outside of the central few degrees, pulsars
in the Galactic disk become the dominant component,
with a population of point sources extending well above
the Galactic plane. The outermost regions are the most
impacted by Poisson fluctuations in the underlying pulsar
population, and show the greatest amount of asphericity.
Since most of the flux in the inner 5� comes from the
CMZ pulsars, flux-weighted measures of the asymmetry
of the emission will not be heavily impacted by the disk.
In Fig. 4, we compare the surface brightness profile of

young pulsars to the gamma-ray excess at 2 GeV reported
by Daylan et al. [25] and Calore et al. [27, 28]. The solid
red line shows the mean surface brightness of the pulsars
using concentric rings with 1� width that exclude the
Galactic plane (at |b| < 2�), motivated by comparison
with [25], while the green dashed line includes only the
high-latitude pulsars (|b| > |l| and |b| > 2�).
We see that the total flux of the young pulsars can

plausibly explain much of the GeV Excess in the region
we explore in this work, with a slope well within the liter-
ature range. Since pulsar behavior near the gamma-ray
death line remains unclear, as is the underlying mag-
netic field distribution of the pulsars, we have chosen to
plot along with the total flux implied by Eq. (1) down
to Ė > 1033.5 erg s�1 (solid red line) the range of un-
certainty of the underlying model (gray band). We have
done this by varying the main parameters within the em-
pirically observed limits. We have varied the cuto↵ be-
tween 1034 >⇠ Ė >⇠ 1033 erg s�1, 0.55 >⇠ �

logB
>⇠ 0.30,

and 2.2 >⇠ C >⇠ 1.0. Currently, the lowest Ė for a young
gamma-ray pulsar is⇠ 3⇥1033 erg s�1 [3]. Unfortunately,
low-Ė radio-quiet pulsars often lack distances (thus lumi-
nosities). Indeed, tests coupling both local observations
and the large-GC angle pulsar population may improve
our understanding of these faintest pulsars [3, 76, 83].
The inferred spectrum of the Excess mostly comes from

the ⇠ 5� region around the GC [25, 28]. In our model, the
luminosity from this region is dominated by Geminga-like
pulsars (which has Ė ⇡ 1034.5 erg s�1). Fig. 1 shows the
flux-weighted spectrum of all pulsars that are beyond the
plane (|b| > 2�) and within 5� of the GC, which is com-
parable to the Excess spectral shape near the peak. Note
that >⇠ 10GeV pulsar emission may be underestimated
by using an exponential cut-o↵ [e.g., 3, 51, 69].

4

FIG. 4: Intensity of 2GeV backgrounds as a function of angular separation from the Galactic Center. The solid red line shows
the average pulsar contribution from our fiducial model, obtained from angular rings (excluding the |b| < 2� disk), with the
gray shaded region showing the systematic uncertainty in the gamma-ray pulsar population. The green dashed line is only from
pulsars at high Galactic latitude (|b| > |l| and |b| > 2�). Also shown are intensities of the gamma-ray Excess, from Ref. [25]
which used Gaussian angular rings (masking |b| < 2�) out to ⇡ 10� (black points and error bars; the lower point at 5� is their
“Full Sky”, similar to their “Galactic Center” values) and Ref. [28] (shaded blue bands) which assume a fixed profile shape.

Discussion.— We have shown that a population of
young ordinary pulsars originating in the central molec-
ular zone of the Galactic center and the Galactic disk
naturally produces a gamma-ray spectrum, amplitude,
and spatial distribution resembling the observed GeV ex-
cess in the Galactic center. Our model uses the observed
properties of radio [70, 74] and gamma-ray pulsars [3]
to estimate their gamma-ray flux. The young pulsar
luminosity profile is then determined by kicked pulsars
evolving with age, while we include no contribution from
millisecond pulsars.

Calore et al. [28] found that the Excess brightness var-
ied between di↵erent analyses at the 3�� level, suggest-
ing at least a factor of two uncertainty in its absolute nor-
malization. In this work, we used a common, simplified
model for pulsar evolution. This model also has a factor
of two uncertainty due to discrepancies in the preferred
surface magnetic fields for radio pulsars and gamma-ray
pulsars, pulsar behavior near the gamma-ray death line,
and the GC SN rate (though our fiducial value is near
that preferred in Fermi Bubble models [84, 85]). We dis-
cuss these in [69], although we note here that the param-
eters used by our models were specifically optimized to
reproduce the currently observed distribution of pulsars.

Nevertheless, there remains much room for improve-
ment. While current “gap” models of pulsar emission
[e.g., 86–90] work reasonably well [64], ab initio models
under development promise better physical understand-
ing [91–94]. Ideally, we would also have a similar under-
standing of neutron star birth kicks, spins, masses, and
magnetic fields [95–98].

We discuss further observations to help determine the
young pulsar fraction in [69]. These include the pul-
sar contribution to a similar GeV excess seen along the
Galactic disk [99], which may also be evident as residual
emission in the inner Galaxy [29]. We have not here in-
cluded electrons and positrons from pulsar winds (e.g.,
Geminga displays di↵use TeV emission [100] due to e±

[101]). If proportional to Ė, most of the output is con-
centrated near the plane to yield an inverse Compton flux
(as may be needed in the inner galaxy [27, 29]).
Despite present uncertainties, young pulsars must be

accounted for in future models of the Excess, with our
conservative estimates suggesting that they constitute a
substantial fraction. If the Excess extends to higher en-
ergies, as in [28], and if pulsars only contribute a fraction
at GeV energies, a higher-mass dark matter candidate
may yet be present (see [69]). Unlike the GC, old dwarf
galaxies should not contain young pulsars, so improved
gamma-ray studies [14, 102] will help our understanding
of both the Excess and pulsar physics. Clearly, additional
Fermi data will be vital to resolve more sources, charac-
terize pulsars, and accumulate statistics at the highest
energies, where upcoming IACTs will also be relevant
[103–105], to dissect the Excess.
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dark matter production

If we can’t detect a DM particle, 
why not make one? 

The Large Hadron Collider will collide 
protons at high energies, possibly 
producing WIMPs!

A missing energy signature would 
indicate the presence of a new particle!

...but nothing seen yet, and no sign of 
supersymmetry...

Image credit: Maximilien Brice / CERN

Image credit: Jonathan Feng



dark matter in cosmology: 
inert scaffolding or active physics?

Greg Poole, GiggleZ Simulation25 Mpc slice



dark matter particle physics 
in cosmology

Image from talk by Carmelo Evoli

M.E.DE.A. code

• MEDEA follows every particle from TeV down to eV energies in a continuous way.

• Previous works have considered electrons up to keV only 
(e.g. J.M.Shull & M.E. van Steenberg, APJ, 1985; S.Furlanetto & S.J.Stoever,!MNRAS, 2010).

ionization

heating

Lyman photons

injected particle

M.Valdés, CE, A.Ferrara, MNRAS, 2011 

giovedì 26 aprile 12

Question I’m trying to answer: 

If dark matter is annihilating when the first stars and 
galaxies are forming, where does all that energy go?



cosmic dawn

dark matter annihilation can cause heating and ionization 
during the cosmic dark ages 

observing the epoch of reionization is a key project for 
SKA -- great opportunity to see effects of dark matter 
particle physics

Image: Robertson et al., Nature, 2010



annihilation over cosmic time
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annihilation over cosmic time
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Varying:!
* density profile!
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annihilation over cosmic time
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See Mack 2014, “Known Unknowns of Dark Matter 
Annihilation over Cosmic Time” 

in MNRAS [arxiv: 1309.7783] for details



annihilation within halos

Question: 

If dark matter is annihilating within 
baryonic halos, does this constitute an 
effective “feedback” process?

Resources: 

PYTHIA code: dark matter annihilation events!

MEDEA2 code: energy transfer to baryons!

Halo models: density profile, mass-concentration



annihilation within halos

Ratio:  dark matter annihilation energy (over Hubble time)!
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dark matter 
annihilates
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long-term outlook

Ultimate goal: 

Develop a self-consistent picture of dark matter’s 
particle physics interactions with baryons in the 
context of the growth of structure in the Universe.!

Major outputs: 

New simulations of reionization/galaxy evolution!

Predictions for SKA and precursor instruments!

New perspective on dark matter/baryon interactions



take-home messages

• The fundamental nature of dark matter 
is still a mystery (but we are getting clues)!

• To identify dark matter from astrophysics, we need 
multi-messenger signals and a solid 
understanding of astrophysical foregrounds!

• The particle physics of dark matter 
must be included and understood for a consistent 
picture of cosmology


